
Giving and Receiving Feedback
                    Great Conversations gets Great Results

Adapt & connect communication

Learn the principles of feedback

what you want

a questioning style
to understand

the other person

an action plan
and route for change

Deliver explicit feedback



Don’t jump in feet first, think things through and identify
factors that will help or hinder you. Look at the check list at
the end.

People are more likely to change behaviour and enhance
performance if they can see how this contributes to
improved job performance.

All too often staff see a difference between the manager's
behaviour and the declared values of the business.

Staff quickly notice when actions do not live up to the words.

You need to be able to develop what's called “positive regard”
for the person if you are to influence behavioural change.
This means showing that you value, respect and accept the
other person as a person even though there is some
behaviour they can change to improve performance. They're

OK but some aspects of their behaviour are not.
Positive regard means focusing on the person’s
behaviour rather than their personality. To do this
think carefully before the meeting:

� Identify strengths not just weaknesses
� Remember that everyone has reasons for behaving

the way they do

Think of a time when you felt good about them and
use this as a specific example

The key to explicitness is the ability to define, in
unambiguous behavioural terms, exactly what
performance is positive and to be encouraged, and
what is a problem and needs to be changed. This
means detailing the actual behaviours not making
generalised statements.

Your style needs to suit both the person and the
circumstances. Some people want a lot of detail and
then to go away and think about it. Others want the
overall picture immediately and are only interested in
the detail if they have to change something. You need
to adapt to these preferences if you're going to get
through to the person.
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Effective listening is not a passive skill. If you wish to really
understand what's being said. Encourage the person to say
more by showing the person you're listening by using non-
verbal signals:

� Alert and attentive posture
Eye contact when the speaker looks at you, but not a
glassy-eyed stare
Nod and “grunt” to show understanding to encourage
the speaker to say more
Smile, frown, show concern at the right moments

�

If you are wrong it will help clarify:

We’ve all got “blind spots” and therefore may not realise
that we demonstrate ineffective behaviours. So your
feedback on performance could come as a shock and lead
to different kinds of emotional response. Hence the need to
be explicit, draw on facts, give examples and avoid passing
personal judgements.

They may not agree with your facts so rather than imposing
your version on the discussion agree to monitor in the
future. This gives them an incentive to prove you wrong by
adopting the desired behaviour. The point is not to “win”
the argument at the meeting – that will probably just
demotivate:

� – defuse the aggression, lower your voice,
stick to questions only for a time, say something
positive about the person.

� – allow emotional expression. Ask how
they feel about an issue and demonstrate that it’s OK
to show emotion –

 “
 Give some praise and as soon as you can turn the
conversation to the future.

�  – this needs to be dealt with:

 “
and then ask questions to push them down the
challenging route as above.

� – don’t do all the work for them. Prompt –
  and be prepared to

sit out silences, wait for answers and push them into
taking an active role.

You need people to use initiative. So using a “directing”
style to outline action goes against the desired culture and
should only be a last resort. The approach should be joint
problem solving:

� Agree areas where behaviour needs enhancing.
� Ask for their ideas on where they could improve.
� Give good examples of shortfall and make clear what

the change needed will look like.
� Ask for their view on the examples and reflect back

what they say. Emphasise positive regard.
� Ask for ideas on how to improve. They'll be more likely

to commit to their own solutions. Show your faith that
they can improve.

Allow them to show you they can do it. Agree targets and
ways of monitoring their success.

Effective appraisal is not confined to the day and the place
an interview takes place. It's as important to follow up and
show you're interested after the meeting as it is during it.
As well as agreeing how you're going to monitor progress
also agree when you're going to discuss it. This helps to
keep the person up to the mark and also means you can
check their performance during the year. Otherwise there's
the danger in a year’s time that your perceptions will be
quite different from theirs.

Effective management should involve regular informal
feedback during day-to-day activities. But it's important –
particularly when areas for improvement have been
identified – to have some more formal, prepared
stocktaking meetings. How many depends on
circumstance but often quarterly meetings will be a great
help in keeping things on track without being overbearing.
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Being and looking well prepared Being or looking unprepared

Clarifying the purpose of the meeting and how it will run Lacking clarity of purpose or method

Being clear and systematic Being disjointed and/or muddled

Using clear questions/statements Using confusing questions/statements

Allowing the person to finish their replies Interrupting while the person is talking

Being attentive and genuinely listening Showing lack of interest

Encouraging the person to talk and generate solutions Talking too much

Speaking with a clear voice Irritating characteristics of speech/manner

Relaxed Tense

Putting the person at ease Creating more tension in the person

Understanding the person’s viewpoint/fears Being indifferent to the person’s views/feelings

Respecting the person and their self-esteem Undermining the person’s confidence

Engaging the person Being distant and impersonal


